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Synopsis

Recovering from the tragic death of his wife, Phillip Rose 
finds himself in middle age both a single parent and a 
single man. After a clumsy episode on a dance floor at a 
house-warming party, he begins private dance classes with 
Melissa, a young instructor. Over a number of lessons their 
friendship evolves, and Phillip confronts his loneliness and 
isolation while learning a variety of Latin dances.

Based on a true story, this hybrid film fuses documentary, 
drama and dance to tell the story of a man whose life is in 
stasis after the death of his wife.

Conceived by documentary filmmaker Matthew Bate and 
choreographer Gideon Obarzanek, the project began with 
extensive filmed interviews with Phillip Rose in 2011. From 
the interview transcripts, Gideon Obarzanek workshopped 
scenes with actors, creating a critically acclaimed play for 
the Sydney Theatre Company. Matthew Bate then wrote 
the screenplay for the film fusing the play’s dramatised 
dialogue with Phillip’s original interview narration, as well as 
imagining new dramatised scenes.

I Want to Dance Better at Parties playfully interweaves the 
genres of documentary and drama. The real Phillip Rose 
watches and comments upon the recreations of his life 
being playing out before him by actors. The actors were 
also filmed in real-world situations, competing in an actual 
dance competition and interacting with members of the 
public. Bate and Obarzanek have fused their own back-
grounds in film and dance to create a unique and moving 
portrait of a man overcoming loneliness and grief through 
dance.
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•	 Students use appropriate arts language when dis-
cussing their own and other artists’ intentions and 
expressive use of arts forms, elements, principles and/
or conventions and when describing, analysing and in-
terpreting the content and meaning of arts works. They 
develop skills in analysing, interpreting and evaluating 
specific expressive, technical and aesthetic qualities of 
their own and others’ works. 

This text can also be used in the English classroom as part 
of the AUSVELS strand Reading and Viewing from Years 
7–10. Students are required to analyse how point of view is 
generated in visual texts by means of choice – for example 
gaze, angle and social distance – and be able to compare 
the purposes, text structures and language features of 
traditional and contemporary texts in different media and 
evaluate the impact on audiences of different choices in the 
representation of still and moving images. 

Students could also use this text to supplement their 
study of Context in VCE English. ‘Creating and Presenting’ 
encourages students to draw on different texts to explore 
their context. This documentary would support their devel-
opment of their writing as students must be able to show 
a knowledge of the structures, features and conventions 
of a range of print, non-print and multimodal texts created 
for different purposes, for example personal and imagina-
tive, informative, instructional, argumentative or persuasive. 
Students must be able to understand the effects of form, 
context, audience and purpose on the author’s choice of 
structure and language. Students could use this text for the 
Contexts ‘Encountering Conflict’ and ‘Identity and Belong-
ing’. The themes of loneliness and Phillip’s grief would be 
especially useful ideas to explore when considering how 
people feel when they lack a sense of belonging. 

Curriculum Links
Learning areas that this series could link to include:  

•	 THE	ARTS

•	 ENGLISH	

I Want to Dance Better at Parties can be linked directly with 
the Arts curriculum for secondary school students, par-
ticularly in the areas of Media Studies, Dance and Drama. 
It links with the following key curriculum requirements of 
AUSVELS The Arts: 

•	 Students in the Arts use a range of starting points 
including observation, experience and research to 
represent, generate, develop and communicate real, 
imaginary and abstract ideas.

•	 Students explore different contemporary and traditional 
arts forms and styles to develop understanding of the 
concept of style.

•	 Students apply their arts knowledge and, with guid-
ance, an understanding of style when experimenting 
with, selecting and using a range of contemporary and 
traditional media, materials, equipment and technolo-
gies to explore and expand their understanding and use 
of a range of skills, techniques and processes in the 
arts disciplines of Dance, Drama, and Media.

•	 Students explore and respond to arts works from a 
range of styles, forms, times, traditions and cultures. 
They use research to inform their concept of style and 
apply their observation skills when describing, compar-
ing and analysing arts works.
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- In groups of three or four, write a role-play based on 
your creative piece. Perform your role-plays to the class 
and peer review the work each group has done. Have 
they been able to create a believable party with danc-
ing? What story have they told and how? What have 
you learned about the characters from their role-play?

- Define the following words and put them in a sentence: 
grief, loneliness, isolation, hope, belonging, identity, 
self-confidence. 

Pre-viewing Activities 

Students are to complete the following activities before 
viewing I Want to Dance Better at Parties:

- Brainstorm what you think this documentary will be 
about. What does the title suggest? Why might it be 
important for someone to dance well at parties? What 
sort of things do you think we know already about the 
main character and what do you think we will learn? 

- List five things you would like to be better at. Try to 
think of achievable goals that you would like to set 
yourself and the time frame in which you would like to 
achieve them. Be prepared to share at least one goal in 
small groups. Do you think it is important to have goals 
in life? Explain your answer. 

- Write a creative piece in which you describe a party with 
dancing. Try to create the atmosphere of a party (tense, 
excited, nervous, jubilant; this will depend on what type 
of party you want to create) and the role dancing plays 
at parties for different people at the party. Consider 
whether you characters are good at dancing, whether 
they fit into the different social groups, how important 
parties can be in creating identity but also how chal-
lenging parties can be for different people. 
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- Using your character profiles, construct a character 
map in which you map out all the characters in I Want 
to Dance Better at Parties and link them by the relation-
ships they share or the actions and choices they make 
throughout the documentary. 

- Fill in the film techniques table below. Try to consider 
the different types of techniques used by the director to 
engage the audience and challenge them in some way. 

Viewing Activities 
As students watch the documentary I Want to Dance Better 
at Parties, they need to complete the following activities: 

- Create character profiles for the major characters in this 
documentary: Phillip and Melissa. For each character 
profile you should include a description of the charac-
ter, the key qualities they have, key relationships, what 
changes occur to them and any major decisions they 
make throughout the documentary. 

FILM	TECHNIQUES	USED	BY	THE	DIRECTOR 
E.g. Repetition of shots of Phillip’s daily routine

WHAT	IMPACT	DOES	THIS	HAVE	ON	THE	VIEWER? 
E.g. Highlight to the viewer the ordinariness of the 
man, as well as indicating how important dancing 
has become to him. 
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- Does Phillip’s identity change over the course of the 
film? Explain your response. 

- How is dancing with someone more than a ‘verbal rela-
tionship’? 

- Phillip struggles with the ‘matador’ step. Why do you 
think this is? 

- How did Phillip perform at his dance showcase? The 
film highlights the tension that both Melissa and Phillip 
feel in this moment. Describe how you think they are 
both feeling. 

- We see different places that are significant in Phil-
lip’s life. List the different locations that are shown in 
the documentary. Consider the places that would be 
significant in your own life. What locations would be in 
a documentary about you? How would you want them 
portrayed?

- How does the documentary end? Does Phillip grow 
from his experience with Melissa? What does the last 
shot of him dancing with his children imply to the audi-
ence? 

- Write a film review of I Want to Dance Better at Parties. 
This needs to be at least a page in length and be based 
around your opinion on the documentary. 

Student Activities
Students are to complete the following activities based on 
their viewing of I Want to Dance Better at Parties:

- ‘I was hyperventilating. I was perspiring. I felt sick in my 
stomach and a lot of tightness in my chest. I felt like I 
was dying.’ This is the opening line of the documentary. 
What is Phillip talking about? Have you ever felt like 
this? How does Phillip cope with these emotions? What 
would you recommend if someone – a friend or family 
member – said they felt like this to you? 

- Describe what happened to Phillip that led him to want 
to take up dance lessons. 

- How do we, the audience, see Phillip grieving through-
out the documentary? What does this suggest about 
him and the life he leads now? 

- What does Phillip mean by the phrase ‘sometimes I look 
forward to going to sleep’? 

- What images of loneliness do we see in the documenta-
ry? List the impact loneliness can have on people. Who 
are people that are particularly vulnerable to loneliness 
in our communities? 

- Outline what lessons you think Phillip learned from his 
dance instructor, Melissa. Do you think these lessons 
were valuable to Phillip? Explain your answer.

- How do we know Phillip enjoys his dance lessons?

- Sometimes the actor Phillip and the real Phillip appear 
in scenes together or soon afterwards. Do you like this 
technique that has been used by the director? What 
impact does this have on the viewer? 

- What role does dance play in your community? Discuss 
as a whole class the different types of dancing that exist 
in communities – party dancing, formal dancing, cultural 
dancing, rite-of-passage dances. 

- Dancing exists in almost all cultures and can be found 
in societies throughout history. Brainstorm why this 
might be. What are some other cultural past times that 
also exist in many different cultures and throughout time 
periods?

- Why does Phillip become emotional when Melissa gives 
him a cupcake for his birthday? 

- Use this documentary to discuss the idea that ‘people 
need to belong to groups in order to create a sense of 
identity’. How does Phillip ‘belong’ and how does he 
‘not belong’? What evidence does the film provide us 
with? 
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until the end of the documentary. Explain his internal 
thoughts about dancing, his instructor and his life deal-
ing with his grief. 

- Imagine you are Melissa; write an email (that never gets 
delivered) to Phillip in which you explain why you left 
and what you are doing now. 

Extension Activities 
Students can complete these activities as extension work 
or in preparation for assessment tasks: 

- Create a cartoon in which you explore the concept of 
‘being alone’. Draw on ideas raised by the documentary 
but add in your own ideas and arguments around what 
it means to be lonely. 

- What are some lessons that Phillip learned in I Want 
to Dance Better at Parties that he could pass on to his 
children? Write out a list of ten lessons he could present 
to them. What lessons have your parents or family 
members passed on to you from their experiences? 
Write out a similar list from your own family addressed 
to you with ten life lessons. 

- Research the different dance genres presented in I Want 
to Dance Better at Parties. Find out about the history 
of the dance, how it is performed and the impact it has 
had on different cultures. The following dances might be 
your focus: the waltz, the cha cha, the tango. 

- Write a series of diary entries from the perspective 
of Phillip. Begin on the day of his first dance lesson 
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used different film techniques to highlight important 
moments or scenes? Does their story have a clear mes-
sage for the audience? 

Bibliography

http://ausvels.vcaa.vic.edu.au/

- Consider the different reality television shows that cen-
tre around dancing. List as many as you can remember, 
then pool your list with the class. Choose one and write 
an expository piece of writing in which you explain how 
this television program became part of television culture 
and its ongoing impact, if any. 

- In groups and under the direction of your teacher, create 
a dance that incorporates the major themes of I Want 
to Dance Better at Parties. Choreograph the dance and 
perform it for the rest of the class. 

- Watch the film Strictly Ballroom (Baz Luhrmann, 1992) 
and compare the role dance plays in this film and in I 
Want to Dance Better at Parties. List the similarities and 
differences, then outline the ultimate message of each 
film.

- In pairs, write, perform and direct a short-film version 
of a significant event or relationship in your life. Con-
sider the different techniques used by the director of 
I Want to Dance Better at Parties and how you could 
incorporate some of these techniques into your own 
production. Remember to focus on not only the techni-
cal aspects of your work but also on the story you want 
to convey to the audience. Watch these as a class and 
peer review the work each group has done – have they 

http://ausvels.vcaa.vic.edu.au/
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